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News tip Assassin's Creed Odyssey, Argès the Sparkling: how to hunt the ultimate Cyclops Assassin's Creed Odyssey offers us the opportunity, since its last update, to tackle a new legendary monster, Arges the Sparkling, the last of the three cyclops. Arm yourself with our soluce and patience, dodge the
fire geysers and shoot your arrows at the right time, to defeat this Cyclops from Greek mythology. Then go to the island of Nysiros to get this last bonus. Related: Summary of Assain's Creed Odyssey Test Assassin's Creed Odyssey video Updated on 24/01/2019 at 00:53 Images 01 and 02This mythical
creature premium will be obtained automatically when updating the game, will take you hunting the last of the three Cyclops of Greek mythology. To find it, you will have to go to the island of Nysiros, which is located in the Volcanic Islands Archipelago (images 01 and 02). Then advance through the ruins
of the ancients to join the arena or await the monster (image 03). Before the fight, focus on the rune to deal 25% more damage to bosses and elites, and shield your fire resistance. Image 03On again, Cyclops obliges, Arges has a weak point in the eye. Try to shoot him a few arrows when he comes out of
his cave (image 04), approaching him, in order to bring him to the ground, and be able to inflict some damage. During this phase, he will often be content to rush towards you waving his club. It may also bring out geysers of flames, so beware. Also pay attention to the lava surrounding the arena or risk
catching fire, and take damage unnecessarily. Once you've halved his life, the bugger will get into a black rage (picture 05). Images 04 and 05To from there, things get a little complicated, because Argès will be less sensitive to the damage in his eye. Stay away, and swing arrows to mount your gauge
(image 06), then approach him behind his back, when he creates flame geysers, for example, to send him everything you have (image 07). Images 06 and 07Neil still not stay too close to him, because he can grab you, and crush you to the ground several times, causing heavy damage. Continue to do so
to finish it off, and earn your well-deserved reward (image 08). Image 08Summal of the mythical monsters of Assassin's Creed OdysseySommaire of Assassin's Creed Odyssey joebar25 Silver Hunter Nv.1 Messages: 50 Recorded: Tue. 7 Feb 2012 08:18 ID PSN: dimsoa25 Message by joebar25 Tue. 30
Apr 2019 19:50 Hello Everyone One and Courage for the sequel to PSTHC . hard the beast I can not beat it despite the videos that could help me level set !!! Thanks for your answers Bye Robinus Bronze Hunter Nv.1 Messages: 6 Recorded: Fri. 28 Dec 2018 15:41 ID PSN: RoronoaZoro008 Message by
Robinus Sea. May 1, 2019 09:01 Hi Personally I had no trouble beating him. What lv are you at? For the set I used the Athenian with the poison arc and a legendary rune that increases poison damage. After all depends on your style of play (whether you prefer melee or remote) UntailedBijuu Golden
Hunter Nv.1 Messages: 856 Saved on: Sat. 24 Nov 2012 19:22 ID PSN: UntailedBijuu Location: Shinra Manor basement - Nibelheim Message by UntailedBijuu Sea. May 1, 2019 10:53 History to have several examples, I defeated him around the 50/52 niv with the set of demigod, a sword max warrior
damage and the axe of the minotaur (which reduces the cost of overpowering attacks). With the fire blades and wrath skills of ares to boost the damage it didn't last long either. But as my VDD said it all depends on your level and your style of play... At worst there are options to lower the overall difficulty of
the game and to limit the level of enemies. If you really block on him, you can use them. Let's hope it helps you. I WOULD NEVER BE A MERE MEMORY... Any request for an unmotivated PSN addition will be ignored joebar25 Silver Hunter Nv.1 Messages: 50 Recorded: Tue. 7 Feb 2012 08:18 ID PSN:
dimsoa25 Message by joebar25 Sea. May 1, 2019 14:12 Thanks for the news I finish The fate of Atlantis: episode 1 and I return Good day joebar25 Money hunter Nv.1 Messages: 50 Saved: Tue. 7 Feb. 2012 08:18 ID PSN: dimsoa25 Message by joebar25 game. May 2, 2019 17:20 Re Thanks to
UntailedBijuu and Robinus I just beat it without too much effort with your tips A soon Share Tweeter Share - - - - 0 Add a precision A- This excerpt from Assassin's Creed Odyssey reveals the fight against the Cyclops. To defeat the Cyclops, you will of course have to hurt him by pulling on his eye with your
bow. However, it will be a matter of being quick, otherwise the beast will protect its weak spot with the help of its arm. Beyond that, it will mainly be a matter of dosing its loads as well as the debris that it will bring down from the ceiling by hitting the ground. In the second part of the clash, the Cyclops will
drop almost constantly, so stay mobile and don't try to place more than two arrows without changing position. On the same topic The January update continues to roll out for Assassin's Creed Odyssey. And before the details of february's news arrive, it's a quest that is now available. The latter will
introduce you to a unique mythological creature: the Cyclops Argès.This new free quest is now available to all Assassin's Creed Odyssey players. To activate the latter and face the Cyclops, you will have to go to the island of Caldeira! To beat it, Ubisoft recommends that you have reached level 50.
Suffice to say that it will be no small task to defeat Argès. But the reward is probably worth sweating a little since you will get the Hammer of Hephaistos in case of victory. See you now in the next few days to find out what awaits us as early as February. The next update should also bring a new
mythological creature, lost tales of Greece and, of course, chapter 3 of the Leg of the First Blade. Assassin's Creed Odyssey recently released its January content. Between the new lost tales of Greece and episode 2 of the Legs of the First Blade, a new Mythical creator will also appear. This is Arges, a
new Cyclops.On the official Twitter of the game, the information of the availability of this Cyclops has just fallen. So it will be on January 22nd that you will be able to face this giant! Cyclops Arges will be available on January 22? pic.twitter.com/pSoFHbaTfc— Assassin's Creed (@assassinscreed) January
11, 2019You can find all the information from the January update in the dedicated news: January update
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